High School Pastor - Emmanuel Faith Community Church

We are looking to hire a High School Pastor to lead and guide our high school students' to live in the way of Jesus with the heart of Jesus. The high school pastor will strive to help all students understand the love God has for them, encourage their relationship with God and with others, and support them to live out their faith powerfully. In part he will help to foster spiritual growth by engaging in the public and personal lives of high school students, growing relationships within the high school community, and providing students with biblical guidance.

To be successful in this position, you need to provide students with a place to belong that gives them the courage to be different and resilient to unhealthy peer pressure. Provide a place where students can have fun and be themselves, while building relationships that last over their student years. Provide teaching from the Scriptures that is relevant and applicable to their lives. Ideal candidates should have a proficient understanding of the challenges students face and are compassionate to the ups and downs of students’ lives.

With the Holy Spirit's blessing, Emmanuel Faith is a vibrant church family of about 2000. We have a variety of ministries designed to reach out with the hope of the gospel to the unchurched and to build a community of believers where people find meaningful connection and contribution. We are grateful to God for a rich history as a non-denominational, non-charismatic, Bible teaching church in inland, north San Diego County.

Emmanuel Faith’s ministry values include: a commitment to biblical teaching and training, multiple evangelistic strategies both at home and abroad, a variety of musical worship styles, strong children’s and student ministries, an elder-led form of government, and ongoing church planting both locally and globally. We are firmly committed to a team-based philosophy of ministry with a shared vision based on Living in the Way of Jesus with the Heart of Jesus. We believe this involves growing in the Word and prayer, connecting in a life sharing community, giving ourselves in service and sharing our faith by living out and telling the gospel. Ryan Paulson is our Lead Pastor.